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This paper studies equilibrium selection in the retail gasoline industry. We exploit a unique dataset that contains the universe of station-level prices for an urban market for 15 years, and that encompasses a coordinated equilibrium transition mid-sample. We uncover a gradual, three-year equilibrium transition, whereby dominant firms use price leadership and price experiments to create focal points that coordinate market prices, soften price competition, and enhance retail margins. Our results inform the theory of collusion, with particular relevance to the initiation of collusion and equilibrium selection. We also highlight new insights into merger policy and collusion detection strategies.
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Despite an extensive and influential research agenda on collusion that dates back to Stigler (1964), a fundamental question remains to be explored: how is collusion initiated? There are at least two reasons for this, one theoretical, and the other empirical.

Theoretically, the challenge for any model of collusion that incorporates collusion initiation is the complexity of collusive agreements. At a minimum, an agreement must stipulate when and how high to raise prices, who initiates price increases, and how quickly rivals must follow. In addition, an agreement must also specify how firms should respond to demand and cost fluctuations, what constitutes a violation of an agreement, how violations are detected and verified, and what actions to take if a violation occurs. Further, successful collusion requires a mutual understanding among firms with regard to these elements of an agreement (Harrington, 2017).
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It is hard to imagine how firms could arrive at such a mutual understanding without explicit communication. As such, theories of collusion presume collusive agreements are initiated through explicit communication, or remain agnostic as to how such an understanding emerges. Indeed, as Edward J. Green, Robert C. Marshall and Leslie M. Marx (2015) conclude in a recent overview of the literature on collusion, while much is known in theory about how collusive agreements are implemented, little is known about how they are initiated.

Adding to these challenges is a lack of evidence to inform a theory of collusion initiation. Empirical research on collusion draws heavily on case studies of cartels engaged in explicit collusion. Such cases do not, however, reveal the mechanisms through which collusion emerges. While a separate body of empirical research reveals the pervasiveness of tacit collusion and coordinated effects, this research focuses on the presence of collusion at a point in time, not how it originates. Absent explicit communication, how do firms develop a mutual understanding of coordinated strategies to increase profit margins?

This paper informs this question by providing a unique empirical analysis of equilibrium selection in the retail gasoline industry. We analyze a novel dataset that contains the universe of station-level prices from an urban market for 15 years, from 2001 to 2015. The granularity of these data, combined with the fact that they encompass a coordinated, profit-enhancing equilibrium transition mid-sample, offers a unique opportunity to study the evolution of oligopoly pricing, coordination, and conduct.

In the gradual, three-year equilibrium transition that we uncover, dominant firms use price leadership to create focal points that facilitate price coordination and enhance profit margins. Further, we find that price leaders use price experiments to test rivals’ willingness to coordinate, to signal their intentions, and to create a mutual understanding of a coordinated pricing strategy among rivals.

The completeness of our data permits a purely descriptive analysis to establish these empirical results. We describe the dataset in Section I. In Section II, we show the emergence of pricing focal points in April 2009, and a subsequent permanent and substantial increase in firms’ margins starting in March 2010. Section III shows how dominant firms use price leadership and price experiments over a three-year period to transition the market to a stable focal point equilibrium between April 2009 and August 2012. Section IV examines how firms leverage the focal points to steadily increase their profit margins over time.

---


3See Schelling (1960) and Bain (1968) for early references on the roles of focal points and price leadership in facilitating tacit coordination in oligopoly.
Our study concludes in Section V. Here, we relate our empirical results to the theory of collusion in economics, and ongoing debates in law about the definition of tacit communication and the legality of coordinated effects. We also offer new insights from our study into merger policy and collusion detection strategies in data-rich environments.

I. The Market and Data

Our research context is Perth, Western Australia, a city of 1.7 million people. Like many cities worldwide, Perth has a concentrated retail gasoline market. Four major oil companies – BP, Caltex, Mobil, and Shell – dominate refinement, importation, and distribution of fuel. Moreover, the oil majors directly or indirectly exert control over day to day pricing across their retail gasoline station networks. Two nationally dominant supermarket chains, Coles and Woolworths, also compete in the market and directly set their stations’ retail prices.4

From 2005 to 2015, BP is the largest retailer in the market, operating an average of 22% of stations year to year. Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles are the three next largest retailers. They operate 16%, 14%, and 16% of stations, respectively. The remaining 32% of stations are largely owned and operated by independent retailers. These station shares are stable between 2005 and 2015.5

Fuelwatch

The market has a price transparency program called Fuelwatch. It was introduced by the state government on January 3, 2001. The program requires gasoline retailers to submit, via CSV web uploads, all of their next day’s station-level prices to the government each day before 2 p.m. When stations open at 6 a.m. the next day, they are required by law to post the submitted prices from the previous day. Prices are then fixed at these levels for 24 hours.

Using these station-level price data, the government posts today’s prices online for every gasoline station in the market. In addition, starting at 2:30 p.m. each day, the government posts tomorrow’s prices online for all stations.6 In this way, Fuelwatch aims to reduce consumers’ costs of searching for gasoline prices. However, in Byrne and de Roos (2018), we estimate that 10%–15% of shoppers actively use the website each day. Demand-side search frictions likely remain.

Fuelwatch has important implications for our empirical analysis of price leadership and focal point formation. The program’s design implies that: (1) retail competition occurs at daily frequencies; (2) retailers set prices simultaneously

---

4Coles and Woolworths have 37% and 40% market shares in the supermarket sector, respectively (NARGA, 2010). IGA and Aldi are the next largest retailers, with 15% and 3% shares, respectively, and do not sell gasoline.

5Details are in Appendix A.1, which is part of an extensive online Appendix to the paper, available at http://www.nicderoos.com/files/20170116_appendix.pdf.

6Appendix A.3 depicts the Fuelwatch website. From our discussions with the Fuelwatch team, we understand that compliance with the Fuelwatch program is nearly perfect.
each day; and (3) retailers can perfectly monitor each other’s prices over time. In addition, retailers face common daily cost shocks as fluctuations in crude oil prices and exchange rates are transmitted to local wholesale gasoline prices. Further, aside from station location, retail gasoline is reasonably characterized as a homogeneous product. These various features of the market imply that our setting maps well into the benchmark repeated games model of collusion with simultaneous price competition and perfect monitoring.

OTHER INSTITUTIONAL DETAILS.

Our analysis focuses on an equilibrium transition commencing in 2009. Between 2009 and 2015, there are no major changes in market structure, demand, or policy.\footnote{See Appendix A for an extensive discussion of various other institutional details. These include the history of retailer entry and exit; the evolution of market shares; contracts between wholesalers and retailers, gasoline price discounts tied to grocery purchases; daily gasoline demand fluctuations; the structure of the Fuelwatch price transparency program and website; and all other aggregate demand, cost, and policy shocks.}

A. Data

We collected the universe of daily station-level price observations from January 3, 2001 to January 1, 2015 from www.fuelwatch.gov.au.\footnote{We focus on the 2001 to 2014 period because of three supply-side shocks: Woolworths completing a sale of 45% of its stations to Caltex in February 2015, Chevron selling its majority ownership share in Caltex Australia in March 2015, and BP and Woolworths forming a joint venture in August 2017. Excluding 2015 to 2017 is inconsequential for our analysis of price leadership, focal point formation, and equilibrium transition, which spans 2009 to 2012.} In total, we have an unbalanced panel of 1,613,163 retail gasoline price observations for regular unleaded fuel across 687 stations. Prices are in terms of cents per liter (cpl). Importantly, each retail price is linked to a station and brand. This allows us to track station entry and exit, and the evolution of retailers’ station networks over time.

We match the daily terminal gate price (TGP) for wholesale gasoline to these retail price data. The TGP is a local spot price for wholesale gasoline which includes a margin for upstream suppliers. We use the lowest TGP each day across Perth’s six gasoline terminals as a proxy for stations’ marginal costs.\footnote{We abstract from time-invariant marginal cost components such as quantity discounts and shipping costs, as retailer-specific cost data are unavailable. In using the TGP to measure profit margins, we follow previous studies (e.g., Borenstein and Shepard, 1996; Lewis, 2012).} Daily TGP data are available from the Fuelwatch website from January 19, 2002 onwards.

II. 15 Years of Retail Pricing

Retail prices exhibit an asymmetric cycle throughout our sample period.\footnote{Retail gasoline price cycles exist in the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Europe (Eckert, 2013).} Figure 1 depicts an example cycle between January and April 2011. The figure plots average daily station-level retail prices for the four major firms and an independent firm, Gull. Retail prices infrequently jump (the relenting phase), with daily
price cutting between price jumps (the *undercutting* phase). The figure also shows how the level of the cycle trends with wholesale fuel costs (TGP).

For our analysis of retail pricing and coordination, it is helpful to define price jumps and cycles at the station and market levels:

**Definition 1.**

(i) A *station-level price jump* occurs at station $i$ on date $t$ if $\Delta p_{it} \geq 6$ cpl, where $p_{it}$ is the retail price and $\Delta p_{it} = p_{it} - p_{it-1}$.

(ii) A *station-level price cycle* starts at station $i$ on date $t$ if $\Delta p_{it} \geq 6$ cpl. This is denoted as “day 1” of the station-level cycle. Days 2, 3, 4... of the station-level cycle correspond to the undercutting phase, which continues until the next station-level price jump occurs and a new cycle starts. *Station-level cycle length* is the number of days between station-level price jumps.

(iii) A *market price jump* occurs on date $t$ if $\text{median}_i(\Delta p_{it}) \geq 6$ cpl, where $\text{median}_i(\Delta p_{it})$ is the median of $\Delta p_{it}$ across all stations on date $t$. 

**Figure 1. Retail Price Cycles**
(iv) A market cycle commences on date $t$ if $\text{median}_t(\Delta p_{it}) \geq 6 \text{ cpl}$. This is denoted as “day 1” of the market cycle. Days 2, 3, 4... of the market cycle correspond to the undercutting phase, which continues until the next market price jump occurs and a new cycle begins. Market cycle length is the number of days between market price jumps.

(v) Station $i$ is a cycling station in year $y$ if $\Delta p_{it} \geq 6 \text{ cpl}$ at least 15 times in year $y$.

Part (v) acknowledges that not all stations in the market are cycling. However, the majority of stations exhibit price cycles: 507 of the 687 stations are cycling in at least one sample year. For the remainder of the paper, we focus only on the pricing behavior of stations engaged in price cycles. Our results are robust to variations in the definitions of station-level and market price jumps and cycles.

Among cycling stations, the average station-level daily price jump is 11.06 cents per liter (cpl) ($sd = 2.68$), while the average daily price cut during the undercutting phase is -1.28 cpl ($sd = 1.84$). The average retail margin is 14.05 cpl ($sd = 3.76$) on price jump days, and 6.06 cpl ($sd = 4.89$) on price cut days. Station-level cycle length is 8.8 days on average ($sd = 4.4$).

A. Two Focal Points Emerge

The degree to which stations coordinate on the timing and magnitude of price jumps and cuts evolves dramatically over our sample period. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the timing of market price jumps. Panel (i) presents a scatter plot where the horizontal axis represents the calendar date, and the vertical axis contains seven dummy variables, one for each day of the week, that equal one if a market price jump occurs on that particular day of the week. Prior to April 2009, price jumps are dispersed throughout the week. After April 2009, the vast majority of market price jumps occur on Thursdays; this is especially the case a year later starting in April 2010. This reveals our first focal point: Thursday jumps.

Panel (ii) of Figure 2 depicts a corresponding collapse in cycle length dispersion starting in April 2009. The figure plots the average station-level cycle length for each month and firm across BP, Caltex, Woolworths, Coles, and Gull stations.

11 Appendix E.1 provides a comparison of cycling and non-cycling stations. We find the share of cycling stations in the market is stable over time. Firm type is the main predictor of a station’s cycling status. On average, 39% of small independent stations engage in cycles and 76% of oil major and supermarket stations engage in cycles year to year. After 2010, these figures for cycle participation are 38% for independents and 88% for oil majors and supermarkets. Conditional on firm type, stations’ geographic location relative to city center, number of nearby competing stations, and local demographics largely do not predict cycling status.

12 Structural break tests in Appendix G.2 confirm a structural break exists in April 2009 in the probability that a market price jump occurs on Thursday in a given week. More generally, Appendix G.2 contains an exhaustive set of structural break tests for breaks in monthly or weekly time series in the timing and magnitude of price jump and cuts, cycle lengths, and margins at any point in 2009 or 2010. That is, any 2009 or 2010 break discussed in the paper is confirmed using the structural break tests in Appendix G.2.
(i) Timing of Market Price Jumps by Day of Week

(ii) Average Station-Level Cycle Length by Firm and Month

Figure 2. Timing and Magnitude of Price Jumps and Cycle Length
Prior to April 2009, average cycle length varies considerably over time, ranging from 7 to 35 days. However, when Thursday jumps first emerge as a focal point in April 2009, average station-level cycle length converges to seven days for all firms, and remains stable thereafter.

Figure 3 describes inter-temporal dispersion in the magnitude of daily price cuts across stations. Specifically, the figure plots daily average station-level price changes by day of the market cycle. Prior to March 2010, the magnitude of price changes varies substantially across market cycle days and over time. However, starting in March 2010, inter-temporal dispersion in daily price changes across stations starts decreasing. At this point, average price changes across days 2 through 7 of the market cycle converge to 2-cpl and remain stable thereafter. This reveals our second focal point of interest: 2-cpl cuts.

13The time series in Figure 3 thins out in 2005 because of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, and in 2008–09 because of a global crude oil price shock. These wholesale cost shocks cause the cycle to collapse. In the years with cycle collapse, there are fewer market cycle days to plot in Figure 3. Appendix C provides an in-depth analysis of aggregate shocks and cycle collapses.
B. Margins Grow

Profit margins also start growing in March 2010. We provide evidence of this in panel (i) of Figure 4, which plots monthly average retail prices for BP, Caltex, Coles, Woolworths, and Gull, as well as the wholesale TGP. Panel (i) reveals a widening gap between retail prices and the TGP. Panel (ii) plots corresponding monthly average margins and their 12-month moving average. These plots show a break in margin growth in March 2010. Before March 2010, the average daily retail margin is 4.85 cpl (sd = 4.19). After, the average is 10.01 cpl (sd = 4.68), an increase of more than 100%.

This margin growth partly reflects a national trend in retail gasoline margins. However, the difference-in-difference estimate of the change in Perth’s retail margin after March 2010 relative to other Australian cities is 3.49 cpl (se =0.39). Margins grow locally in Perth between March 2010 and December 2015 by 64% relative to their April 2009 to February 2010 average.

This finding of a statistically significant and economically large change in Perth’s margin in March 2010 is robust to the break date chosen, length of the pre March 2010 period used in estimating the break, omitting weeks where price cycles collapse, and to weighting daily margins by volumes of gasoline sold by day of the week. Depending on sampling restrictions, the break in Perth’s margin after March 2010 is between 1.00 cpl and 3.49 cpl, or between a 19% and 64% margin increase relative to pre March 2010 levels. The latter estimate is local in that it focuses on the break in Perth’s margin during the 2009 to 2015 period, after the 2008-09 global crude oil price shock. In contrast, the former estimate is based on a longer 2003-2015 sample period.14

III. Coordinating an Equilibrium Transition

How are the Thursday jumps and 2-cpl cuts focal points created? In this section, we uncover two mechanisms used by BP to transition the market to this focal point equilibrium: gradual adjustments to price leadership, and price experiments. Our analysis is developed over three subsections. Section III.A provides two pieces of context around the start of the transition: BP establishes itself as a price leader prior to April 2009, and a BP-Caltex price war occurs between December 2009 and January 2010. In Section III.B we describe how BP transitions the market to Thursday jumps between April 2009 and August 2012. Section III.C discusses a separate BP-led transition to 2-cpl cuts that also originates in April 2009, and culminates in March 2010.

14Focusing on the post 2009 period, we obtain statistically and economically significant breaks of 2.40 cpl and 2.66 cpl in samples that respectively drop weeks where the cycle collapses, and that weight daily margins by volumes of gasoline sold. See Appendix B.4 for details on these and all other robustness checks for estimating breaks in Perth’s margin trend around the start of 2010.
(i) Average Station-Level Prices by Firm and Month
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(ii) Average Station-Level Margins by Firm and Month

![Graph showing average station-level margins by firm and month, with data points for different firms and months.]

**Figure 4. Monthly Retail Prices, Costs, and Margins**

*Note:* In panel (ii), average station-level margins by firm and month are in grey scale and their 12-month moving averages are in color.
A. Context for When the Focal Points Emerge

The first notable piece of context is that BP is an established price leader in the market by April 2009. Between 2004 and 2009, BP establishes itself as a price leader in coordinating the market on a price cycle. Over this period, there are three aggregate shocks that disrupt the cycle: Coles’ entry (Mar 04–Aug 04), Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (Sep 05–Dec 05), and the 2008–09 global crude oil price shock (Jun 08–Apr 09). BP reinitiates the price cycle after each of these shocks. In this way, BP is an established price leader in the market by 2010, with a history of influencing its rivals’ pricing behavior.

Second, a BP-Caltex price war occurs just prior to the emergence of the focal points in 2010. Following the 2008–09 crude oil price shock, BP reinitiates the cycle in April 2009 by engaging in Wednesday price jumps with its entire station network. All other firms in the market quickly follow BP’s lead and begin coordinating on Thursday jumps each week. This pattern of Wednesday jumps by BP, and Thursday jumps by its rivals, remains stable for four months until July 2009. As we will see in Section III.B, this corresponds to the initiation of Thursday jumps as a pricing focal point, and the start of a three-year equilibrium transition toward a focal pricing equilibrium.

However, starting in August 2009, Caltex defects and starts engaging in Friday jumps, and all other firms quickly follow. Yet BP persists with Wednesday jumps, leaving its stations with 10–15% higher prices than its rivals’ prices for two days week to week, as per Fuelwatch’s 24-hour rule. BP remains exposed as a two-day price leader for four months between August and November 2009.

In December 2009, BP starts matching its rivals with Friday jumps. In the absence of BP’s Wednesday price jump leadership, the cycle destabilizes between December 2009 and February 2010. It is at this point that BP starts taking steps to cement Thursday jumps and 2-cpl cuts as focal pricing rules.

B. Thursday Jumps

We begin our investigation of focal point formation with Thursday jumps. For our analysis, it is useful to define price jump leadership empirically. Panel (i) of Figure 5 provides an example that motivates our definition. Panel (i) tabulates, for each date and firm, the number of stations engaging in station-level price jumps in January 2011. The weekly spikes in the number of stations engaging in price jumps corresponds to Thursday price jumps. However, panel (i) also reveals...
(i) Number of Station-Level Price Jumps by Firm, Jan 2011: BP Weds. Price Jump Leadership

(ii) Number of Station-Level Price Jumps by Firm, Jan 2013: No BP Weds. Price Jump Leadership

Figure 5. BP Price Jump Leadership in 2011 and 2013
that a subset of 12 to 16 BP stations engage in price jumps on Wednesdays each week. These stations are price leaders, as their Wednesday jumps help initiate market-wide Thursday jumps.

In line with Figure 5, we define price jump leadership as follows:

**Definition 2.**

Station $i$ is a *price leader* on date $t$ if it: (1) engages in a station-level price jump on date $t$; (2) a market cycle begins on date $t$ or $t + 1$; and (3) less than 2.5% of stations engage in station-level price jumps on date $t - 1$.

This definition encompasses instances where a station engages in a price jump that leads to successful market price jumps the next day, and very few other stations engage in price jumps the previous day.

Returning to Figure 5, we can see two stages in the formation of the Thursday jumps focal point. Whereas panel (i) shows Wednesday price leadership by BP in January 2011, panel (ii) illustrates cycles in January 2013 where BP Wednesday price leadership does not occur. Instead, all stations coordinate market price jumps with their station networks on Thursdays. We reiterate here that the firms eventually achieve this degree of price coordination despite having to set their prices simultaneously each day.

**Creating the Focal Point**

Figure 6 illustrates BP’s transition in price jump leadership, and the formation of the Thursday jumps focal point. Panels (i) and (ii) show the rate at which BP and Caltex converge on Thursday jumps. Each panel plots the proportion of station-level price jumps that occur on a given day of the week in a given month. For instance, panel (ii) shows that 20% of Caltex stations’ price jumps occur on Thursday in January 2010. By March 2010, this figure jumps to 44%. By June 2010, 92% of Caltex stations’ price jumps occur on Thursday. For the next five years, between 75% and 100% of Caltex’s stations’ price jumps occur on Thursdays month to month.

The dynamics for BP in panel (i) are different. There is a three-year transition in Thursday jumps (green triangles) and Wednesday jumps (orange circles). Starting in April 2009, nearly 100% of BP stations’ price jumps occur on Wednesdays. As per our discussion above, this reflects BP’s re-initiation of the cycle after its collapse following the 2008–09 crude oil price shock. From this point forward, panel (i) shows a smooth, gradually downward sloping trend in BP stations’ engagement in Wednesday jumps that spans three-years. In August 2012, BP stops engaging in Wednesday jumps altogether.

In contrast, panel (i) also reveals a smooth upward trend in BP stations’ engagement in Thursday jumps. Notice that the transition is slower for BP than Caltex. By August 2012, nearly 100% of BP station-level price jumps occur on

---

19Coles’, Woolworths’, and Gull’s convergences are similar to Caltex’s. See Appendix G.1.
(i) Share of BP Station-Level Price Jumps by Day of the Week and Month

![BP Price Leadership and the Transition to Thursday Price Jumps](image1)

(ii) Share of Caltex Station-Level Price Jumps by Day of the Week and Month

![Caltex Price Leadership and the Transition to Thursday Price Jumps](image2)

Figure 6. BP Price Leadership and the Transition to Thursday Price Jumps

BP re-initiates cycle after 2008-09 crude oil price shock.

BP stops leading cycles on Weds.
Thursdays month to month. In sum, panel (i) shows BP transitioning from Wednesday jumps to Thursday jumps between April 2009 and August 2012. Through this transition, BP scales back its price jump leadership until it eventually starts coordinating, simultaneously, with its rivals on Thursday jumps. Gradualism in this transition plays an important role: it allows BP to communicate its intentions to its rivals regarding an eventual switch in equilibrium strategy from BP-led weekly price jumps to simultaneous Thursday jumps.

**Price Leadership and Signaling**

Figure 7 reveals how BP cements Thursday jumps as a focal point in March 2010, following the BP-Caltex price war. Panels (i) and (ii) zoom in on the transition to Thursday jumps between September 2009 and September 2010. The panels plot, by brand, the number of stations engaging in Wednesday and Thursday jumps respectively each week in this one-year window.

The downward trend in Wednesday price jumps among BP stations from Figure 6 is clear in panel (i) of Figure 7. Ignoring the eight-week BP-Caltex price war period, for 42 of 44 weeks where the price cycle is stable in panel (i), a subset of BP stations lead price jumps on Wednesdays. There are, however, two critical exceptions where BP abandons Wednesday price jump leadership. We label these weeks “Gap 1” and “Gap 2” in panel (i). In these respective weeks, only two and one BP stations engage in Wednesday price jumps.

Gap 1 represents an example of BP price leadership that is critical to coordinating the market on the Thursday jumps focal point. In Gap 1, after leading jumps on Wednesdays with the majority of its network for the previous three months, BP has no stations engage in Wednesday price jump leadership. As panel (ii) shows, in Gap 1, 38 of BP’s stations instead engage in Thursday jumps. This one time break in pricing by BP dramatically affects the market equilibrium. As panel (ii) further shows, prior to Gap 1, BP’s rivals struggle to coordinate on Thursday jumps after the BP-Caltex price war. The week following BP’s Thursday jumps signal in Gap 1, Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles immediately start coordinating on Thursday jumps. At the same time, BP reverts to Wednesday price jump leadership with a subset of stations. From this point onward, Thursday jumps emerges as a stable focal point for coordinating prices.

These dynamics point to BP’s ability, as a price leader, to communicate its intentions to its rivals through its prices. Indeed, the sharp shift toward Thursday jumps by BP’s rivals the week immediately after BP signals Thursday jumps in Gap 1 is consistent with BP’s communication directly influencing its rivals’ behavior. The one-time break in BP’s long-run pricing strategy in Gap 1 has sufficient communicative power to transition the market back to having BP Wednesday price jump leadership, and Thursday jumps by BP’s rivals.
(i) Number of Station-Level Price Jumps on Wednesdays by Firm and Week

Figure 7. BP Coordinating the Thursday Price Jumps Focal Point
**Experimentation**

BP appears to engage in a sequence of price experiments as it gradually transitions away from Wednesday price jump leadership. Consider Gap 2 in Figure 7, some 10 weeks after Gap 1. For the second time in 2010, BP does not engage in Wednesday price jump leadership, and instead engages in Thursday jumps with 40 stations (panel (ii)).

What is particularly interesting about Gap 2 in panel (ii) is that both Woolworths and Coles do not have any of their stations engage in Thursday jumps. By contrast, Caltex engages in price jumps, albeit with fewer stations than in the previous 10 weeks. This reveals an important piece of information to the market: Coles and Woolworths do not hold the belief that Thursday jumps are a focal point for coordinating prices among brands. They require BP’s price leadership on Wednesdays to coordinate Thursday jumps.\(^{20}\)

For two reasons, we interpret Gap 2 as a BP price experiment. First, it corresponds to a one-time break in BP’s long-run pricing strategy of Wednesday price jump leadership. BP’s immediate return to Wednesday price jumps after Gap 2 suggests that Gap 2 is not part of a mixed strategy whereby BP randomizes the day of the week that price jumps occur.

Second, BP runs five additional price experiments like Gap 2 between 2011 and 2013. These are depicted in panels (i) and (ii) of Figure 8, and are labeled Gap 3 to Gap 7. As a point of reference, we also label Gap 2 in panel (i). The plots in Figure 8 are slightly different to those in Figure 7. Figure 8 plots, for each date and firm, the number of stations that successfully lead a market price jump (as per Definition 2 above), irrespective of whether they lead on a Wednesday, Thursday, or any other day of the week.

The downward sloping line of green triangles in panel (i) of Figure 8 corresponds to BP’s transition away from Wednesday price jump leadership between 2009 and 2011. However, Gaps 2 through 4 represent periodic breaks from this trend over this period. For example, panel (i) depicts a single green triangle with 17 stations in the week before Gap 2. This corresponds to BP alone having 17 stations that lead with Wednesday price jumps. The rest of the stations in the market follow with a Thursday jump that week.

Recall that in Gap 2, BP stations do not engage in Wednesday jump leadership, and instead engage in Thursday jumps. Coles and Woolworths fail to engage in Thursday jumps in Gap 2, while BP and Caltex respectively have 40 and 33 stations simultaneously leading a market price jump on Thursday. Hence, the circled green triangle and blue square in Gap 2 in panel (i) of Figure 8 highlights a BP experiment where BP and Caltex simultaneously lead a Thursday jump. Finally, panel (i) shows that in the week after Gap 2, BP reverts to unilateral leadership, with 17 of its stations engaging in Wednesday jumps.

\(^{20}\)Woolworths’ and Coles’ stations instead engage in Friday jumps in Gap 2. That is, after BP and Caltex simultaneously engage in Thursday jumps in Gap 2, Woolworths and Coles follow with station-level price jumps on Friday.

(ii) Number of Stations Leading Market Price Jumps by Firm: Jan 2012 – Jan 2013

**Figure 8. BP Experiments with Wednesday Price Jump Leadership and the Thursday Price Jump Focal Point**
Gaps 3 and 4 in panel (i) are weeks like Gap 2, where BP does not engage in Wednesday price jump leadership. Instead, it coordinates, simultaneously, with its rivals on Thursday jumps. Unlike in Gap 2, Coles and Woolworths coordinate on Thursday jumps absent BP Wednesday price leadership in Gaps 3 and 4. From these experiments, Coles and Woolworths appear to have achieved a mutual understanding that Thursday jumps are a focal pricing rule.

Finally, the far-right side of panel (i) and left half of panel (ii) show that BP rapidly scales back on Wednesday price jump leadership in 2012. BP now generally leads price jumps on Wednesdays with 10 or fewer stations. In Gaps 5 to 7, BP runs three additional experiments before it permanently stops engaging in Wednesday price jump leadership in August 2012. After more than three-years of BP price leadership and experimentation, Thursday jumps is established as a focal point. That is, firms are able to coordinate on the timing of Thursday jumps absent BP Wednesday price jump leadership.\(^{21}\)

**Characteristics of Price Jump–Leading BP Stations**

In 2009 and 2010, BP leads price jumps with the same set of stations near the city center for more than eight consecutive weeks at a time.\(^{22}\) Starting in 2011, however, the set of leading BP stations becomes randomly distributed across the city. Moreover, BP starts alternating the set of leading stations, and these stations lead for only four consecutive weeks at a time.

In sum, BP starts randomizing which stations lead price jumps across time and space in 2011. However, the price cycle remains stable between 2010 and 2012. These findings potentially reflect the fact that geography plays little role in firms’ monitoring of each other’s current and past actions when a price transparency website is available. Consequently, the website could facilitate randomized Wednesday price jump leadership by BP. By randomizing where Wednesday price jumps occur without compromising cycle stability, BP can avoid having particular stations become established as high-priced stations.

**C. 2-cpl Cuts**

Similar dynamics of price leadership, gradualism, and experimentation exist with the formation of the 2-cpl cuts focal point. These are shown in Figure 9. The figure plots, for each firm and month, the proportion of stations that set an exact 2-cpl daily price cut on cycle days 2, 3, 4, \ldots{} of a station-level cycle. The figure reveals an initial convergence toward the 2-cpl cut focal point starting in March 2010. Indeed, by April 2010, 68%, 55%, 68% and 60% of BP’s, Caltex’s,

\(^{21}\) Appendix G.3 contains auxiliary results designed to identify alternative explanations for the timing of price experiments. Specifically, we estimate probit models that predict weeks where BP price experiments occur. We find that the experiments are not predicted by payoff-relevant state variables such as wholesale costs, recent success rates in coordinating the size of price jumps across stations, or aggregate macroeconomic shocks.

\(^{22}\) Appendix E.2 contains an extensive analysis of the characteristics of price jump–leading BP stations.
Woolworths’ and Coles’ stations respectively are setting 2-cpl daily cuts during the undercutting phase of the cycle. By January 2012, these shares eventually grow to 89%, 67%, 94%, and 92%, respectively. As with Thursday jumps, BP employs gradualism as a price leader in 2010 to communicate its intentions to its rivals in transitioning the market to a focal pricing structure that involves 2-cpl cuts.

For the next four years, coordination on the 2-cpl cut focal point is stable. Even more remarkably, this level of coordination is achieved despite: (1) stations setting prices simultaneously once each day; and (2) estimates of daily station-level price elasticity of demand on the order of 20 (Clark and Houde, 2013), which implies substantial business stealing incentives to undercut rivals.

Gull’s propensity to conform to the 2-cpl cut focal point yields an interesting contrast. The figure shows a gradual rise in the propensity of Gull’s stations to set 2-cpl cuts between 2010 and 2013. This difference is consistent with Gull taking longer to learn about the 2-cpl focal point. Alternatively, as an unbranded competitor, Gull has proportionately larger business stealing incentives, and thus may initially be more hesitant to coordinate on 2-cpl cuts.
Figure 9 also shows BP temporarily implementing 2-cpl cuts between April and June 2009, before subsequently implementing the focal pricing rule in March 2010. In these three months, between 50% and 60% of BP stations set precisely 2-cpl cuts, and Caltex and Woolworths both reveal they are willing and able to coordinate on 2-cpl cuts.\(^{23}\) This trialling of 2-cpl cuts by BP, combined with any collective learning about firms’ willingness to coordinate on 2-cpl cuts, facilitates BP price leadership in March 2010 in creating the 2-cpl cut focal point.\(^{24}\)

IV. Enhancing Profit Margins

How do the focal points lead to higher margins? In this section, we show that the focal points generate margin growth in two ways: by facilitating coordination on higher price jump margins, and by limiting price undercutting between jumps.

A. Anchoring Margins

Figure 10 highlights an important result for understanding how the focal points enhance margins: they anchor margins to the top of the cycle. To construct the figure, we first compute average retail margins by station-level cycle day and month. We then compute the 12-month moving average of these monthly averages for each cycle day, and plot the moving averages in the figure. The figure shows that after 2010, the difference between margins across consecutive cycle days stabilizes around 2-cpl. Therefore, once the focal points are established, price and margin growth at the top of the cycle directly govern price and margin growth on all other days.\(^{25}\)

B. Coordinating Higher Price Jump Margins

How then do the firms coordinate on higher margins at the top of the cycle? The focal points, combined with BP price jump leadership, create this margin growth. To see this, first consider panel (i) of Figure 11. The panel plots, for each week and retailer, the difference between the median price among BP stations engaged in leading Wednesday price jumps, and the median price among all other stations on Thursday. The figure shows this difference is 0 for 95%, 99%, 90%, and 96% of weeks between Gap 1 and August 2012 for BP, Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles, respectively.\(^{26}\) In short, BP stations engaged in Wednesday price jumps signal

\(^{23}\)Figure G.2 of Appendix G.1 shows at weekly frequencies that BP is indeed the first to trial 2-cpl in April 2009, and is followed by Caltex and Woolworths.

\(^{24}\)Figure G.3 in Appendix G.1 shows that BP price leadership in 2010 and the April-June 2009 trialing of 2-cpl cuts depicted in Figure 9 is unique to 2-cpl cuts.

\(^{25}\)We focus on price and margin levels in Figure 10, and for the remainder of Section IV, because there is minimal cross-sectional price dispersion day to day. This is particularly the case for the oil majors and supermarkets, which operate 76% of the stations in the market after 2010. Appendix F.3 provides an in-depth analysis of cross-sectional price dispersion.

\(^{26}\)The holes in the time series in Figure 11 correspond to Gaps 2 to 7. The instability in panel (i) at the end of 2011 corresponds to an eight-week period where BP temporarily adjusts Wednesday price signaling. In these weeks, BP sets large 14- to 16-cpl Wednesday jumps that depart from their usual 10- to 12-cpl levels between 2010 and 2012. We show this in Appendix G.1.
the Thursday anchor price at the top of the cycle week-to-week.\textsuperscript{27}

BP’s ability to signal Thursday price levels through Wednesday jumps, combined with standardized total price cutting of 12-cpl between Thursday jumps, should imply tightly coordinated prices at the top of the cycle on Thursdays. Panel (ii) of Figure 11 indeed reveals a remarkable degree of coordination. The figure plots the difference between BP stations’ median price and other firms’ median price on Thursdays. This difference is 0 for 95%, 89%, and 93% of weeks between Gap 1 and August 2012 for Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles, respectively.

The focal points, combined with BP price signaling, yield an important result: together, they imply that BP’s choice of Wednesday margins is a key lever through which BP can increase margins at the top of the cycle. Moreover, because the focal points anchor margins to the top of the cycle, by increasing price jump margins on Wednesdays, BP can increase margins on all other days.

\textsuperscript{27}Importantly, in signaling prices, leading BP stations “pause” their cycle and have 0-cpl price changes on Thursdays. We show this in Appendix F.2.
(i) Difference Between Median **Wed.** Price Among Price Jump Leading BP Stations and Median **Thu.** Price Among Non-Leading Stations
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**Figure 11. Coordination on Thursday Price Levels**

(ii) Difference Between Median **Thu.** Price Among All BP Stations and Median **Thu.** Price Among Rival Stations
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Therefore, to complete our analysis of margin growth between March 2010 and August 2012, it remains to show that BP increases price jump margins on Wednesdays over time. Figure 12 shows precisely this: BP gradually increases these margins from 14.2-cpl in March 2010 to 17-cpl in July 2012. This is how BP creates and controls margin growth throughout the market over this period.

C. Price Coordination Without Signaling

Returning to panel (ii) of Figure 11, we find another transition in price coordination. There is an immediate and permanent increase in price dispersion on Thursdays starting in August 2012. Without BP Wednesday price signaling, firms are less able to coordinate on price jumps. Moreover, BP can no longer directly enhance margins through its choice of Wednesday margins.

Appendix F.3 describes in detail the increase in cross-sectional price dispersion in August 2012. Appendix G.2 reports results from structural break tests that confirm a break in coordination between BP and its rivals on Thursday margin levels after August 2012.
on the timing of daily price jumps and cuts, and that margins remain anchored to the top of the cycle, as shown in Figure 10. Hence, overall margin growth after August 2012 must continue to be driven by larger price jump margins on Thursdays. How then do firms continue to coordinate on higher Thursday margins over time absent BP price signaling?

We address this question starting with Figure 13, which documents the degree of price coordination by day of the cycle after August 2012. To construct this figure, we first compute the median station-level price across the four major firms' stations for each date between August 2012 and January 2015. For each date, we then compute the difference between each station’s retail price and this median price. We call this difference a station’s pricing error. Panels (i) and (ii) of Figure 13 plot the distribution of station-level pricing errors by firm on Thursdays (top of the cycle) and Wednesdays (bottom of the cycle).

Panel (i) shows firms are effective at coordinating on prices on Thursdays absent Wednesday price signaling by BP. Among the major firms’ stations, 91% of prices are within 2-cpl of the median on Thursdays between August 2012 and January 2015. These percentages are similar across BP, Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles stations at 91%, 94%, 89%, and 91%, respectively.

Contrasting panels (i) and (ii) of Figure 13, we find that pricing errors for each firm are smaller at the bottom of the cycle. For instance, on day 1 of the cycle, the proportion of stations exhibiting 0 cpl pricing errors is 39%, 55%, 57%, and 53% for BP, Caltex, Woolworths, and Coles. By day 7 of the cycle, these proportions respectively rise to 58%, 69%, 90%, and 79%.²⁹

These results point to a self-correcting pricing mechanism whereby firms correct Thursday pricing errors during the undercutting phase of the cycle. Panels (i) and (ii) of Figure 14 shows how firms correct Thursday mispricing. Panel (i) plots, by firm, the distribution of daily station-level price changes on Fridays conditional on a station having a 2-cpl pricing error on Thursday the day before. Panel (ii) presents an analogous plot on daily station-level price changes on Fridays except we condition on stations that had a 1 cpl pricing error on Thursday.

The figures show that firms tend to correct overpricing by 2 and 1 cpl above the median on Thursday by cutting prices by 4 and 3 cpl on Friday. That is, if a station overprices on Thursday, their price cut on Friday targets the price level that would have been achieved if the station had matched the median price on Thursday and had cut by their price by 2-cpl on Friday (as per the 2-cpl cuts focal pricing rule).³⁰ This pricing error correction process is what enables firms

²⁹In Appendix G.4, we show that the proportion of stations exhibiting 0 cpl pricing errors generally falls with each day of the undercutting phase following a price jump.

³⁰Appendix G.4 presents distributions of daily price changes on Fridays for stations that exhibit 0 cpl, -1 cpl, and -2-cpl pricing errors on Thursdays. Consistent with the results in Figure 14, we find stations tend to have 2-cpl and 1 cpl cuts on Fridays when they exhibit 0 cpl and -1 cpl pricing errors on Thursdays. The results are noisy for -2-cpl pricing errors because these rarely occur, as panel (i) of Figure 13 shows.
Figure 13. Distribution of Station-Level Thursday Pricing Errors Relative to the Median Station-Level Price by Firm Between August 2012 and January 2015
(i) Station-Level Fri. Price Adjustments if **2-CPL Above** the Thu. Median Price

![Figure 14. Distribution of Station-Level Friday Price Adjustments Conditional on Mispicing Relative to the Median Station-Level Price on Thursday](image)

(ii) Station-Level Fri. Price Adjustments if **1-CPL Above** the Thu. Median Price
to coordinate on price levels over the cycle absent BP Wednesday price signaling.\textsuperscript{31}

Our findings are also revealing about how firms gradually enhance margins on Thursdays after August 2012. In particular, a given firm has an incentive to gradually raise its Thursday prices and margins over time as the self-correcting pricing mechanism will lead its rivals to subsequently coordinate on higher prices over the cycle.\textsuperscript{32} Ultimately, firms’ ability to coordinate on higher margins over time causes Thursday margins to grow from approximately 16 cpl in August 2012 to 19 cpl in January 2015. We illustrate this in Figure 15, which plots median

\textsuperscript{31}Throughout, we have focused on pricing errors relative to the median price across the four major firms’ stations. That is, we have assumed this median price is the anchor price at the top of the cycle. Appendix G.4 provides an extensive set of auxiliary results that show firms are more likely to engage in Thursday pricing error corrections on Fridays relative to this median price, rather than correcting pricing errors relative to a particular firm’s median price. That is, we do not find evidence of a “focal firm” for determining the target Thursday margin level between August 2012 and January 2015.

\textsuperscript{32}Panel (i) of Figure 13 also reveals a positive bias in pricing errors; more stations raise their price to a level above the median than below. This is also consistent with attempts by firms to coordinate on higher prices over time. Quantitatively, this bias is large: 30\% of pricing errors are 1 or 2-cpl, whereas only 10\% of pricing errors are -1 or -2-cpl.
Thursday margins by firm over this period. This implies a 3 cpl margin increase on all days because margins are anchored to the top of the cycle.

Interestingly, we further find minimal change in firms’ margin trends six months before and after August 2012. This implies that firms are able to leverage the Thursday jumps and 2-cpl cuts focal points to gradually enhance margins at the same rate with BP price signaling pre August 2012, and Friday pricing error corrections post August 2012.

D. Limiting price undercutting

Figure 16 presents our final set of results pertaining to how the focal points facilitate margin growth. The figure describes margins at the bottom of the cycle by firm and month. To construct the figure, we first restrict the sample to

---

Figure 16. Station-Level Margins at the Bottom of the Cycle by Firm and Month

Note: Average station-level margins by firm and month at the bottom of the cycle are in grey scale and their 12-month moving averages are in color.

---

33 Appendix G.4 contains structural break tests that establish this result.
station-dates where $\Delta p_{it+1} \geq 6$ cpl for station $i$ on date $t$.\textsuperscript{34} Using this sample, we compute monthly average margins by firm. Figure 16 plots these monthly averages in greyscale, and their 12-month moving average in color.

The figure shows that prior to 2010, firms lower prices until they approach marginal costs, at which point price jumps occur. After 2010, with standardized total price cutting of 12-cpl between weekly price jumps, the gap between prices and marginal costs is irrelevant for the timing of price jumps. The two focal points therefore simultaneously facilitate larger price increases at the top of the cycle, and limit price undercutting at the bottom of the cycle. The softening of price undercutting thus also contributes to margin growth after 2010.

V. Conclusion

Using a novel dataset, we have studied a coordinated transition by oligopolists to a more profitable equilibrium. Throughout, we have focused on the systematic use of prices rather than explicit communication as a tool for coordination.

Our study informs on going debates in law and economics over the role of communication in generating collusive outcomes. Economists define an equilibrium as collusive if it delivers greater profits than those available in a static Nash equilibrium, and if such profits are supported by punishments off the equilibrium path. How firms start colluding, and how they decide on a particular collusive strategy, is not part of this standard definition. Acknowledging this, Edward J. Green, Robert C. Marshall and Leslie M. Marx (2015) distinguish between an initiation phase and an implementation phase for collusive agreements. They argue that firms are unlikely to develop a mutual understanding over a collusive strategy absent direct communication in the initiation phase.

We contribute to this discussion by demonstrating the communicative power of prices. While we cannot rule out explicit communication between firms, such as phone calls, the heterogeneous and gradual transition of BP’s rivals to a new equilibrium raises concerns of tacit communication by BP through its prices. BP’s price leadership and experiments appear to have facilitated a mutual understanding among rivals of a new, profit-enhancing focal pricing structure.

Given that firms can perfectly monitor fluctuations in rivals’ prices and costs day to day in our setting, it is revealing that BP transitioned the market to a simple pricing structure with Thursday jumps and 2-cpl cuts. This suggests that firms may adopt simple pricing structures, even in the presence of perfect price monitoring, because they are easy to experiment with and communicate to rivals. Moreover, simplicity enhances price transparency and reduces miscommunication. This helps firms identify defections from pricing rules, thereby facilitating adjustments to the pricing structure and enhancing its stability.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{34}In words, we use station-dates where a station-level price jump occurs on date $t+1$ for station $i$. These dates correspond to the bottom of each station-level cycle for station $i$.

\textsuperscript{35}This standardization of pricing practices by BP is reminiscent of the standardization of rules in the Sugar Institute cartel, documented by Genesove and Mullin (2001).
But is transitioning to such a margin-enhancing pricing structure collusive? As Kaplow (2013) thoroughly shows, the legal definition of collusion is highly ambiguous, which makes such inferences tenuous. As a matter of law, price fixing and other symptoms of collusion are per se legal; direct communication that facilitates collusion is per se illegal. The law therefore targets direct communication as a facilitating practice rather than the practice of price fixing itself.

What then constitutes direct communication? Kaplow (2013) emphasizes a focus on words in anti-trust law as the primary medium for direct communication. This motivates the use of evidence obtained from wiretaps or internal industry documents obtained through leniency and immunity programs. In drawing contrast to this focus on words, Kaplow (2013) highlights a convenient quote from Friedman’s landmark paper on repeated games:

“[O]ne explanation [for successful coordination] is that [firms’] market moves are interpretable as messages. They converse in a code, as it were.” (Friedman, 1971, p.11).

In our study, we interpret various market moves by BP as messages: price leadership and price experiments helped transition the market toward a focal point equilibrium; Wednesday jumps signaled price levels to rivals week to week. In this way, we contribute to ongoing legal debates over the definition of collusion by shedding new light on the potentially important role of prices as a medium for communication in facilitating margin-enhancing price fixing.

We close by presenting two key policy implications that arise from our study. Our analysis emphasizes the role of firm size asymmetry in facilitating equilibrium coordination: as the dominant firm, BP exploits its size to signal the timing and magnitude of price changes to its rivals, and establish focal points for price coordination. That firm size asymmetry generates coordinated effects contrasts with conventional anti-trust concerns over mergers that create symmetric firms, as symmetric firms have greater incentives to collude (see, e.g., Ivaldi et al. (2003)). A key takeaway is that mergers that generate asymmetric firms may also facilitate collusion by enabling price leadership and experimentation.

Our study also highlights the value of detailed data for informing anti-trust investigations into conduct. The complete history of daily station-level retail prices over 15 years allowed us to observe retail price distributions effectively in real-time. This led to our discovery of a profit-enhancing equilibrium transition, and the price leadership and experiments that facilitated it. It is possible that in emerging data-rich environments in retail markets (e.g., scanner data), anti-trust authorities can similarly employ high-frequency and long panels to guide their investigations. As our analysis has shown, long panels are important because profit-enhancing equilibrium transitions can occur over surprisingly long

---

36 Ezrachi and Stucke (2017) provide a recent example of legal discussion from the OECD pertaining to the definition of collusion. In particular, they discuss emerging legal challenges that big data, machine learning, and ‘algorithmic collusion’ present for anti-trust authorities in defining, identifying, prosecuting, and destabilizing tacit collusion and conscious parallelism.
time horizons, three and a half years in our case. High-frequency data are important because price signals by price leaders on individual dates can be critical in facilitating such transitions. Indeed, BP’s price signaling in March 2010 and its price experiments were critical to the equilibrium transition that we studied.
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